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Abstract—In this paper, a novel optimal learning
algorithm for partially unknown voltage source invert-
ers (VSIs) operating in parallel is presented. The al-
gorithm designs game-theory based distributed con-
trollers to provide the appropriate working voltage
magnitude and frequency at the load by converting
DC voltage to AC voltage at the parallel VSIs. It takes
advantage of information from the neighboring low
pass L� C filters to improve harmonic distortion and
guarantee equal sharing of the load current across the
VSIs while avoiding current circulation during tran-
sient and ensuring stability and robustness. It builds
upon the ideas of approximate dynamic programming
(ADP) and uses only partial information of the system
and the exosystem, which is connected only to some
of the VSIs. The proposed framework was tested in
simulations to show its effectiveness.

Index Terms—Parallel VSIs, game theory, learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the integration of renewable energy sources
like photovoltaic system, wind turbine, fuel cells,

batteries, the grid became more vulnerable to islanding
phenomenon, as the renewable sources keep energizing
the distribution line, irrespective of its connection to the
utility grid. Synchronization will be crucial for all the
connected inverters to adapt their behavior in any con-
dition. In addition, the transient responses are forfeited
and especially when the load is nonlinear or there are
sudden-load applications or removals, the harmonics of
the load current cannot be split equally. One solution
for generating high-power outputs with low-power inputs
is to place a number of electronic VSIs in parallel to
enhance reliability. A key issue in parallel operation is
the distribution of the load current. In an inverter parallel
system, the amplitudes and phases of the output voltages
of all inverters should strictly be equal to each other to
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guarantee that each inverter shares the same load current.
Otherwise, current circumfluence and overload of some
inverters in the inverter parallel system may arise.

Control systems for power systems [12] and specif-
ically for VSIs usually use PI control [20], deadbeat
control [10], a combination of them [4], [17] delta mod-
ulation, hysteresis control [23], or complex multivariable
feedback control [8], [14], [15], [24]. In practice, it is
impossible to know exactly all the parameters of the filter
connected to the inverter since most of them change
with time. The most commonly used control method
for improving power sharing in parallel inverters is the
voltage/frequency droop control method. This method is
better understood in the phasor domain, where active
and reactive power are used to adjust the frequency
and amplitude of the output voltage. Specifically the
authors in [3] control the frequency and the amplitude by
imitating the voltage source with a complex finite-output
impedance, while the authors in [7] enforced the output
impedance to be resistive. Extending the work of [3]
and [7] the authors in [22] considered separate cases for
pure inductive, pure resistive and complex impedances,
and for the latter, they showed that conventional droop
control does not achieve balanced power sharing and,
for that reason, they proposed a novel droop controller.
In [18], [19] the authors used ideas from coupled
oscillators, power systems and multi-agent systems to
examine synchronization and power sharing in droop-
controlled inverters operating in parallel. A distributed
control for pulse-width modulation inverters in parallel
operation is proposed in [9] to feed an asynchronous
motor. Recently the authors of [13] proposed a dis-
tributed droop control topology that utilizes only internal
filter variables of the VSI to control its operation but
without performance or stability guarantees. The authors
in [6] proposed an offline sparsity promoting optimal
control approach by designing a centralized controller
based on slow coherency. Another interesting approach
for controlling parallel VSIs is to use distributed Model
Predictive Control (MPC). In [16], the authors propose
coordination mechanisms based on Lagrangians. But,
generally solving the MPC optimization problem and
deriving the manipulated variable is computationally
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challenging. Other MPC problems arise in cases where
the models are not known very well, because of strong
model dependence.

Contributions: The contributions of the present
paper are as follows. First, in order to achieve mini-
mization of the currents’ circulation and reduction of the
output voltage errors, we employ game-theoretic coupled
minimizations that consider local performance indices
that depend on the voltages and the currents of the local
L � C filters in the VSIs. The proposed framework is
based on a separate actor/critic approximator for each
inverter that does not require knowledge of the values of
the load and parasitic resistances and capacitances of the
VSIs which in most cases are hard to know precisely.
By incorporating local saturated input voltages in the
performance index, we avoid the need of pure pulse-
width modulation control methods and phasor domain
analysis. The main advantage of an analysis that does
not require the phasor domain is that one can control
transients much faster than the fundamental period. To
achieve equal current sharing amongst the inverters, we
use appropriate user-defined matrices in the performance
indices. Finally there is only the need of a neighborhood
signal line to share the information on the current and
voltage. This improves reliability with respect to existing
droop-control or other current sharing methods that need
information about the highest or average current.

Notation: IR� denotes the set tx P IR : x ¡ 0u,
}.}P denotes the Euclidean norm weighted by a matrix
P . We write λ

�
M
�

(λ̄
�
M
�
) for the minimum (maxi-

mum) eigenvalue of matrix M .

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The goal of the present paper is the design of a game-
based computational intelligent algorithm to synchronize
a network described by a set N :� t1, 2, . . . , Nu of VSIs
connected in parallel. Specifically, we want to convert
the DC sources of Vidc Volts @i P N to an AC Voltage
ViL with magnitude equal to

?
2 � 110V and 60Hz

frequency i.e. ViL � ?
2V cosp377tq,@i P N where V

is the rms value of the phase voltage at the bus (taken as
110 Volts) for each VSI. We model the communication,
employed for data exchange among the inverters, by
a fixed topology graph G � pVG , EGq consisting of a
nonempty finite set of N nodes VG � tn1, ..., nNu
that represent the inverters and a set of edges or arcs
EG � VG � VG that represent inter-inverter information
exchange links. We assume the graph is simple, e.g.
it has no repeated edges and pni, niq R EG ,@i P N ,
i.e. no self-loops. The set of neighbors of a node ni
is denoted by Ni � tnj : pnj , niq P EGu, and consists
of the set of nodes with arcs incoming to ni. The
number of neighboring inverters of inverter i is denoted
by di :� |Ni|. A structure for parallel VSIs is shown in

Figure 2. We denote by Zi, @i P N the impedance of the
cable between each inverter and the AC Bus connection
point. For simplicity in the analysis, we assume that the
line impedances Zi, @i P N are equal to zero, but in
the simulations, we do consider nonzero line impedances
to verify the efficacy of the proposed approach. The
diagram shown in Figure 1, presents each inverter filtered
with an L � C filter (a second order filter giving �40
dB/decade attenuation) in order to reduce the switching
harmonics entering the distribution network.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of each VSI in the network
connected to a linear load.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a network of VSIs connected
in parallel without impedance connection.

To determine a state-space description of the system,
we employ Kirchoff’s Voltage and Current Laws. In the
state space model, the state is xi �

�
ii VCi

�T
and

the output ViL is the voltage across the capacitance
Capi

as shown in Figure 1, 9xi � Aixi � Biui ��
�Ri

Li
� 1
Li

1
Capi

� 1
Capi

Zload

�
xi �

�
1
Li

0

�
ui, yi � CTi xi ��

0 1
�
xi.

Remark 1: For simplicity, in the analysis below we
consider a pure linear load Zload � Rload. The analysis
and the algorithm work for any linear and nonlinear load,
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as we shall see in the simulation section. This is ex-
plained by the fact that our proposed algorithm considers
the Ai matrices to be completely unknown. l

To provide the desired frequency and magnitude,
we use the following marginally stable exosystem that
will be connected to some of the VSIs and will be
initialized at the right amplitude: 9Z � AZZ ��

0 ω0

�ω0 0

�
Z, zp0q �

� ?
2 110
0

�
, y0 � CTZZ ��

1 0
�
Z, where ω0 P IR� is the desired AC frequency.

To design the local criteria to be optimized, we write
the output error erri P IR for all i P N that we would
like to eventually drive to zero as, erri � gipyi � y0q �°
jPNi

pyi� yjq � pdi� giqyi� giy0 �
°
jPNi

yj , where
the so called pinning gains gi ¥ 0 are nonzero for one or
more nodes that are coupled directly to the exosystem.
To design distributed controllers, we need to design
local performance indices that map the input voltages
to the interval r�Vidc, Vidcs, and also provide optimal
synchronization by exchanging currents and voltages
only between the local L� C filters.

We start with the performance index of the form,

Ji �
» 8
0

�
xTi Qixi �Rspuiq �

¸
jPNi

Rspujq

� eTrriQrierri
�
dt,@i P N (1)

where Qi © 0, Qri © 0 are user defined non-negative
matrices of appropriate dimensions and Rspuiq �
2
³ui

0
pθ�1pvqqT dv ¡ 0, @ui with v P IR and θp�q

is a continuous one to one real analytic integrable
function of class Cµ, µ ¥ 1 used to map the in-
terval r�Vidc, Vidcs on to IR. This function should be
selected to greatly penalize the values of ui close to the
boundaries of r�Vidc, Vidcs. A typical choice for that
is, Rspuiq is Rspuiq � 2

³ui

0
pVidc tanh�1p v

Vidc
qqT dv.

The term xTi Qixi constraints the states (i.e. currents and
voltages of the L � C filter) to be small to encourage
a smooth response and small current circulation, and
the term eTrriQrierri promotes exosystem tracking. To
avoid a conflict between these two terms, we follow the
approach of [1] and restrict the matrix Qi to be of the
form,

Qi � rI � 1

pdi � giqCipC
T
i Ciq�1CTi sT Q̂i

rI � 1

pdi � giqCipC
T
i Ciq�1CTi s

� pdi � giq2CiQriCTi , (2)

for some arbitrary non-negative definite matrix Q̂i. As
shown in [1] this choice of Qi guarantees that xTi Qixi �
x̂iQ̂ix̂i, where x̂i � Pxi for a linear projection P with
the property that the tracking error is the same for xi
and x̂i. Thus, by penalizing the x̂i component of xi, we
are not compromising the system’s ability to achieve a
zero steady state error.

The next step is to write the tracking problem as
a regulator problem following [1]. For that reason we

shall use an augmented system x̃i :�
�
� xi

ColrxjsjPNi

giZ

�
�

with Colr�jsjPNi
a stacked column vector of the local

neighborhood, i.e. ColrxjsjPNi
� txj |j P Niu.

The augmented dynamics are given by @i P N ,

9x̃i � diag pAi, rAjsjPNi , giAZqx̃i �

�
������

�
1
Li

0

�
ui

Col�
�
� 1
Lj

0

�
uj

�
�
jPNi

02

�
������
(3)

with diag
�
Ai, rAjsjPNi

, giAZ
�

a block diagonal matrix
of the local neighborhood. This allows us to re-write (1)
with Qi as in (2) as follows,

Ji �
» 8
0

�
Rspuiq �

¸
jPNi

Rspujq � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i
�
dt, @i P N ,

(4)

where Q̃i is given at the top of next page (i.e. (5)) with
Rr�sjPNi

an appended row vector with state information
from the local neighborhood. We are interested in finding
Nash equilibria policies u�i , @i P N for the N -player
game in the sense that,

Jipx̃ip0q;u�i , u�Ni
q ¤ Jipx̃ip0q;ui, u�Ni

q,@ui, i P N , (6)

where Jipx̃ip0q;ui, uNi
q :� ³8

0

�
Rspuiq �°

jPNi
Rspujq � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i

�
dτ subject to the dynamics

(3) and given bounded inputs inside the interval
r�Vidc, Vidcs.

Remark 2: Note that, one can convert easily the perfor-
mance (4) to consider a minmax optimization (H8 con-
trol) in the form of Ji �

³8
0

�
Rspuiq�

°
jPNi

Rspujq�
γ2
i }wi}2 � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i

�
dt with wi a disturbance input in

every inverter and γi ¥ γ�i ¥ 0 with γ�i the smallest γi
that stabilizes the system. The development that follows,
can be easily extended in this case following [2]. l

III. GAME-BASED DISTRIBUTED OPTIMIZATION

The equilibria conditions (6) can be expressed by N
coupled optimizations,

Jipx̃ip0q;u�i , u�Ni
q � min

ui

Jipx̃ip0q, ui, u�Ni
q, @i P N (7)

which share the dynamics (3) and the Hamiltonians,

Hipx̃i, ρi, ui, uNiq :� ρTi

�
diag pAi, rAjsjPNi , giAZqx̃i

�

�
������

�
1
Li

0

�
ui

Col�
�
� 1
Lj

0

�
uj

�
�
jPNi

02

�
������



� pRspuiq �
¸
jPNi

Rspujq � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i
�
,@i P N ,
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Q̃i :�

�
��������

Qi �pdi � giqRrQiCipC
T
i

Ciq
�1CT

j
s
jPNi

�gipdi � giqQiCipC
T
i Ciq

�1CT
Z

�pdi � giqCol
rCjpC

T
i

Ciq
�1CT

i
QisjPNi

Col
rCjpC

T
i

Ciq
�1CT

i
s
jPNi

R
rQiCipC

T
i

Ciq
�1CT

j
s
jPNi

giCol
rCjpC

T
i

Ciq
�1CT

i
QiC

T
Z
s
jPNi

�gipdi � giqCZ pCT
i Ciq

�1CT
i Qi giRrCZQiCipC

T
i

Ciq
�1CT

j
s
jPNi

g2i CZ pCT
i Ciq

�1CT
i QiCipC

T
i Ciq

�1CT
Z

�
��������

(5)

where ρi P IR4�2|Ni| is the costate variable. For each
i P N , the left-hand side of the optimizations in
(7) can be viewed as a value function, V �

i px̃ip0qq :�
minui Jipx̃ip0q;ui, u�Ni

q,@i P N that should satisfy the
appropriate coupled Hamilton-Jacobi equations,

Hipx̃i, BV
�
i

Bx̃i , u
�
i , u

�
Ni
q � 0, @i P N , (8)

with boundary conditions V �
i p0q � 0 and control poli-

cies given by, u�i � �θt 1
2

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�T
BV �

i

Bx̃i
u.

A. Integral Reinforcement Learning
The formulation of the local distributed coupled Bell-

man equations (8) with Q̃ picked as in (5) to achieve
tracking works only for finite horizon optimization. The
problem is that (4) will have an infinite value and so
that the optimization (6) is not well defined. Moreover
the Bellman equations (8) require full knowledge of the
dynamics of each VSI which in real world problems will
limit the application of the proposed algorithm because
of unknown quantities and unmodeled dynamics. From
[21] we know that an equivalent formulation of the
coupled Bellman equations (8) that does not involve the
dynamics and produces a finite cost is given as,

Vipx̃pt� T qq �
» t
t�T

�
Rspu�i q �

¸
jPNi

Rspu�j q

� x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i
�
dτ � Vipx̃ptqq, @i P N , (9)

for any time t ¥ 0 and time interval T ¡ 0.

B. Existence and Stability of Equilibria
The next theorem provides a sufficient condition on

the existence of a Nash equilibrium based on a relaxed
version of the coupled Hamilton-Jacobi equations (9),
where the equality to zero was replaced by less than or
equal to zero.

Theorem 1: Suppose that the communication graph
between the inverters is strongly connected and that there
exist positive definite functions Vi P C1, i P N that
satisfy the following inequalities,» t

t�T

�
9Vipx̃iq �Rspu�i q

�
¸
jPNi

Rspu�j q � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i
�
dτ ¤ 0,@t, @x̃i, i P N ,

with T P IR�, Vip0q � 0, @i P N and also that Q̃i, @i P
N is picked according to (5). The closed-loop systems
(3) @i P N with control policies

u�i � �θt1

2

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�T BVi
Bx̃i u, @i P N (10)

have asymptotically stable equilibrium points, and the
inverters’ outputs yi, @i P N are will all asymp-
totically synchronize to the exosystem. Moreover the
control policies (10) form a Nash equilibrium and
Jipx̃ip0q;u�i , u�Ni

q � V �
i px̃ip0qq, @i P N .

Proof. The proof follows from [21] and is ommitted due
to space limitations.

IV. SYNCHRONIZATION USING ACTOR/CRITIC
STRUCTURES

Since in general it is not easy to solve (9) to find the
costs Vi, @i P N we shall use an actor/critic network
architecture for every inverter to provide approxima-
tions of its cost and controller. Specifically, N critic
approximators will provide approximations of the value
functions Vi, i P N and N actor approximators will
provide approximations of the controllers ui, i P N
inside the interval r�Vidc, Vidcs, i P N . The critic
approximators have the following form,

V �
i px̃iq �WT

i φipx̃iq � εipx̃iq, @x̃i, i P N (11)

where φipx̃iq : IR4�2|Ni| Ñ IRh1 are smooth basis
functions with h1 linearly independent basis bounded
by }φi} ¤ φimax and

��� Bφi

Bx̃i

��� ¤ φidmax, Wi P IRh1

are the ideal weights bounded by }Wi} ¤ Wimax and
εipx̃iq denotes the corresponding residual errors with
supx̃i

}εi} ¤ εimax and supx̃i

��� BεiBx̃i

��� ¤ εidmax. The opti-
mal controllers are approximated by the following actor
approximators, u�i � Wiu

Tφiupx̃iq � εiupx̃iq, @x̃i, i P
N where φiupx̃iq : IR4�2|Ni| Ñ IRh2 are smooth basis
functions with h2 linearly independent basis bounded as
}φiu} ¤ φiumax, εiupx̃iq P IR are the residual errors, and
Wiu P IRh2 are the optimal weights.

By using (11) in (9) one obtains,

WT
i φipx̃iptqq �WT

i φipx̃ipt� T qq �
» t
t�T

�
Rspu�i q

�
¸
jPNi

Rspu�j q � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i
�
dτ � εiπ, i P N , (12)

where εiπ is a function of the approximation error εi
and T ¡ 0. We define the integral reinforcement signal
@t ¥ 0 for every VSI as, πiptq � ³t

t�T

�
Rspu�i q �°

jPNi
Rspu�j q � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i

�
dτ, i P N , which allows us

to re-write (12) as,

WT
i ∆φipx̃iptqq � πiptq � εiπ, i P N , (13)

where ∆φipx̃iptqq :� φipx̃iptqq � φipx̃ipt� T qq.
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The approximate value function and the optimal policy
for every VSI using current estimates Ŵi and Ŵiu of the
ideal weights Wi and Wiu respectively are given by the
following critic and actor approximators,

V̂ipx̃ptqq � ŴT
i φipx̃iptqq, @x̃i, (14)

ûipx̃ptqq � ŴT
iuφiupx̃iptqq, @x̃i. (15)

Towards making (13) hold with a zero error εiπ , our goal
is to tune the weights Ŵi so that the following error is
driven to zero, ei :� ŴT

i ∆φipx̃iptqq � π̂i, @x̃i where
π̂i :� ³t

t�T

�
Rspû�i q �

°
jPNi

Rspû�j q � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i
�
dτ .

For that reason, we will use a gradient descent to select
the critic network weights Ŵi to minimize the squared
error Ei � 1

2e
2
i ,

9

Ŵi � �αi
∆φipx̃iptqq

�
∆φipx̃iptqqT Ŵi � π̂i

�
p∆φipx̃iptqqT∆φipx̃iptqq � 1q2 , (16)

where αi P IR� determines the speed of convergence.
Defining the critic estimation error as W̃i :�Wi�Ŵi,

the critic estimation error dynamics are given by

9W̃i � �αi ∆φipx̃iptqq
p∆φipx̃iptqqT∆φipx̃iptqq � 1q2 ∆φipx̃iptqqT W̃i

� αi
∆φipx̃iptqq

p∆φipx̃iptqqT∆φipx̃iptqq � 1q2 εiπ :� �Niom � pier,

(17)

where Niom is the nominal system and pier is the
perturbation due to error εiπ .

Theorem 2: Let the tuning of the critic network
for every VSI be given by (16). Then the nominal
system defined by (17) with pier � 0 is exponen-
tially stable with its trajectories satisfying ||W̃iptq|| ¤
||W̃ipt0q||κi1e�κi2pt�t0q, for t ¡ t0 ¥ 0, for some
ki1, ki2 P IR� provided that the signal Mi :�

∆φipx̃iptqq
p∆φipx̃iptqqT ∆φipx̃iptqq�1q is persistently exciting (PE)

over the interval rt, t � TPEs with
³t�TPE

t
MiM

T
i dτ ¥

βiI, βi P IR�.

Proof. The proof follows from [21].

Now we have to define the error for every actor
network eiu P IR that we have to drive to zero. The
error is constructed by using (10) with V̂i from (14)
and has the following form, eiu :� ŴT

iuφiupx̃iptqq �
θt 1

2

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�T
Bφi

Bx̃i

T
Ŵiu.

In order to drive eiu to zero for every VSI i P N we
have to select Ŵiu such that the following criterion is
minimized,

Eiu � 1

2
eTiueiu, i P N . (18)

Hence, the tuning for the actor network can be found
by applying gradient descent to (18) as follows,

9

Ŵiu � �αiu BEiuBŴiu

� �αiuφiupx̃iptqqeiu

� �αiuφiupx̃iptqq
�
ŴT
iuφiupx̃iptqq

� θt1

2

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�T Bφi
Bx̃i

T

Ŵiu

T

, i P N (19)

where αiu P IR� determines the speed of convergence.
By defining the actor estimation error as W̃iu :�

Wiu � Ŵiu its error dynamics can be written as,

9W̃iu � �αiuφiupx̃iptqqφiupx̃iptqqT W̃iu

� αiuφiupx̃iptqqεiu
� αiuφiupx̃iptqqθt1

2
W̃T
i
Bφipx̃iq
Bx̃i

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�
u

� αiuφiupx̃iptqqθt1

2

Bεi
Bx̃i

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�
u. (20)

V. EQUAL CURRENT SHARING AND USER DEFINED
MATRICES IN THE PERFORMANCE

The designer needs to make a trade-off to balance
the performance between good exosystem tracking, in
terms of voltage magnitude and frequency, and good
current sharing control. This section provides guidelines
for selecting the weighting matrices Q̃i in (4) to promote
equal current sharing among the VSIs. To accomplish
this we rewrite x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i in (4) as follows, x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i :�
fi�

� � � � �, with fi :� �
ii RrijsjPNi

�
Qfi

�
ii RrijsjPNi

�T
and

� � � � � being the terms of (4) that depend on the
voltages and Qfi P IRp|Ni|�1q�p|Ni|�1q has the diag-

onal form Qfi :�
�
Qfi11 0

0 Qfi22

�
¡ 0, where the

positive scalar Qfi11 P IR� will weight the current
of the i-th VSI and the diagonal matrix with positive
entries Qfi22 P IR|Ni|�|Ni| will weight the currents in
the neighborhood. The following lemma examines how
picking appropriate user defined matrices matrices Q̂i in
(2) achieves equal current sharing among all inverters.

Lemma 1: Consider the following optimization of all
current component terms ii in x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i:

minimize
Ņ

i�1

fi

subject to
Ņ

i�1

ii � VCi
Zload

� dVCi
dt

Ņ

i�1

Capi
� i

w.r.t. ii.

Picking the weighting as,

Qfi11 � ki � 1, (21)
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where ki P IR� is the weighting of the current ii
that appears in the neighborhood of other inverters, the
minimum to this optimization is achieved at the equal
current sharing ii � i

N .

Proof. In order to minimize F :� °N
i�1 fi subject to

the constraint
°N
i�1 ii � VCi

Zload
� dVCi

dt

°N
i�1 Capi

� i, in
other words find the user-defined matrix Qfi such that
the current is equally shared, we apply the Lagrange
multiplier method to write,

minimize F

subject to
Ņ

i�1

ii � i

w.r.t. ii.

Before we solve the optimization problem we need to
expand,

F �
Ņ

i�1

�
ii Rrij sjPNi

� �Qfi11 0
0 Qfi22

� �
ii Rrij sjPNi

�T

�
Ņ

i�1

i2iQfi11 �
Ņ

i�1

Rrij sjPNi
Qfi22RT

rij sjPNi

�
Ņ

i�1

�
i2iQfi11 � i2i ki �

�
Rrij sPNi

Qfi22RT
rij sjPNi

�
i�j



.

Moreover let, g :� °N
i�1 ii� i and let λ be a Lagrange

multiplier to write, BpF�λgq
Bii

� 0 which gives,

2ii
�
Qfi11 � ki

�� λ � 0. (22)

We shall take for all i P N , BpF�λgq
Bλ � 0,

°N
i�1 ii�i �

0. After summing up 2ii
�
Qfi11 � ki

� � λ � 0 over all
VSIs one has,

λ � �2
°N
i�1 ii

�
Qfi11 � ki

�
N

, (23)

and after substituting (23) in (22), yields, ii �
°N

i�1 ii

�
Qfi11�ki

�
N
�
Qfi11�ki

� which after taking into consideration

(21) can be written as, ii � i
N , that is the current is

shared equally.

VI. CONVERGENCE AND STABILITY ANALYSIS

Fact 1: The following bounds are used to simplify
the results from the following Theorem and are conse-
quences of previous Assumptions,

}θp�q} ¤ Vidc; }εiπ} ¤ εiπmax, @i P N .

l

To deal with the presence of the approximation errors
with known bounds, and to obtain an asymptotically sta-
ble closed-loop system, one needs to add a robustifying
term to the control (15) of the form,

ηiptq � �
�

1
Li

03�2|Ni|

� }x̃i}2
Ki1 � }x̃i}2

Ki2, @i P N (24)

where Ki1,Ki2 P IR� satisfy @i P N ,

Ki2 ¡ Li
Ki1 � }x̃i}2

}x̃i}2 pWimaxφidmax � εidmaxq"
ε2iumax

L2
i

� 2
�
Wimaxφidmax � εidmax

�2 � �1

2
εiπmax

�2

�
�
φiumaxεiumax � 2φiumaxVidc


2*
. (25)

With these terms the system dynamics (3), (15) by using
the robustifying term (24) can be written as,

9x̃i � diag pAi, rAjsjPNi , giAZqx̃i �

�
��

Xi
Col�Xj

�
jPNi

02

�
�� , (26)

where,

Xi :�
�

1
Li

0

� �pW�
iu � W̃iuqTφiupx̃iq �Ki2

}x̃i}2
Ki1 � }x̃i}2

�
.

A pseudocode that describes the algorithm has the
following form,

Algorithm 1: Optimal Parallel Operation of VSIs
1: procedure
2: Start with initial currents and voltages in the neigh-

boring augmented state x̃ip0q, random initial weights
Ŵip0q, Ŵiup0q for every inverter and construct the weight-
ing Q̃i according to (21).

3: Propagate t, x̃iptq.
4: Propagate Ŵiptq, Ŵiuptq � 9

Ŵiu as in (19) and 9

Ŵi

as in (16).
5: Compute (14), and (15) for every inverter.
6: end procedure

The following theorem is the main result and proves
asymptotic stability of the overall system.

Theorem 3: Consider the dynamics (3) for each VSI
with the control input given by (15) and the Q̃i, @i P
N picked according to (5). Assume that the signal

∆φipx̃iptqq
p∆φipx̃iptqqT ∆φipx̃iptqq�1q is PE. The tuning laws for
the critic and actor networks are given by (16) and
(19) respectively and the learning information collecting
interval T is picked sufficiently small. Then the equilib-
rium point of

�
x̃iptq, W̃iptq, W̃iuptq

�
, @i P N is asymp-

totically stable for all
�
x̃ip0q, W̃ip0q, W̃iup0q

�
, @i P N

and the outputs of the VSIs at the load provide the ap-
propriate voltage frequency and magnitude by following
the exosystem, provided that the following inequalities
are satisfied,

Li ¤ 1?
2
� 707.11mH; αi ¥ 1

2
, @i P N . (27)
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Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov equation V
with Vi : IRp4�2|Ni|q � IRN1 � IRN2 Ñ IR for all t ¥ 0
defined as,

V �
Ņ

1

Vi �
Ņ

i�1

�
V �
i � Vic � Viu

�

�
Ņ

i�1

�
V �
i � Vic � 1

2αiu
tW̃T

iuW̃iuu
�

(28)

where V �
i is the optimal value function for each inverter

and Vic :�
���W̃i

���2 is a Lyapunov function for the critic
error dynamics given by (17).

By taking the time derivative of (28) (first term with
respect to (26), second term with respect to the perturbed
critic estimation error dynamics (17), and substitute the
actor error dynamics from (20)) and grouping the terms
together, one obtains,

9V �
Ņ

i�1

"BV �
i

Bx̃i
T�

diag pAi, rAjsjPNi , giAZqx̃i

�

�
��

Xi
Col�Xj

�
jPNi

02

�
��



� BVic
BW̃i

T
�

∆φipx̃iptqq∆φipx̃iptqqT
p∆φipx̃iptqqT∆φipx̃iptqq � 1q2



W̃i

� BVic
BW̃i

T � ∆φipx̃iptqq
p∆φipx̃iptqqT∆φipx̃iptqq � 1q2 εiπ

�

� W̃T
iu

�
� φiupx̃iptqqφiupx̃iptqqT W̃iu

� φiupx̃iptqqεiu � φiupx̃iptqqθt1

2
W̃T
i
Bφipx̃iq
Bx̃i

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�
u

� φiupx̃iptqqθt1

2

Bεi
Bx̃i

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�
u

*

, t ¥ 0. (29)

Now for simplicity we will take the following two terms
of (29) separately as,

T1 :�
Ņ

i�1

"BV �
i

Bx̃i
T�

diag pAi, rAjsjPNi , giAZqx̃i

�

�
��

Xi
Col�Xj

�
jPNi

02

�
��

*

, (30)

and

T2 :�
Ņ

i�1

�
� BVic
BW̃i

T � ∆φipx̃iptqq∆φipx̃iptqqT
p∆φipx̃iptqqT∆φipx̃iptqq � 1q2

�
W̃i

� BVic
BW̃i

T � ∆φipx̃iptqq
p∆φipx̃iptqqT∆φipx̃iptqq � 1q2 εiπ

�

� W̃T
iu

�� φiupx̃iptqqφiupx̃iptqqT W̃iu

� φiupx̃iptqqεiu � φiupx̃iptqqθt1

2
W̃T
i
Bφipx̃iq
Bx̃i

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�
u

� φiupx̃iptqqθt1

2

Bεi
Bx̃i

�
1
Li

03�2|Ni|

�
u�


. (31)

After using the Bellman equation (8) in (30) one
obtains,

T1 �
Ņ

i�1

�
�Rspu�i q �

¸
jPNi

Rspu�j q � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i

� BV �
i

Bx̃i
T

�
������

�
1
Li

0

�
W̃T
iuφiupx̃iq

Col�
�
� 1
Lj

0

�
W̃T
juφjupx̃jq

�
�
jPNi

02

�
������

� BV �
i

Bx̃i
T

�
������

�
1
Li

0

�
εiu

Col�
�
� 1
Lj

0

�
εju

�
�
jPNi

02

�
������

� BV �
i

Bx̃i
T

�
������

�
1
Li

0

�
Ki2

}x̃i}
2

Ki1�}x̃i}
2

Col�
�
� 1
Lj

0

�
Kj2

}x̃j}2
Kj1�}x̃j}2

�
�
jPNi

02

�
������



which can be upper bounded by using vector nested
norms as,

T1 ¤
Ņ

i�1

�
�Rspu�i q �

¸
jPNi

Rspu�j q � x̃Ti Q̃ix̃i

� pWimaxφidmax � εidmaxq
�gffeφ2

iumax

L2
i

���W̃iu

���2 � ¸
jPNi

φ2
jumax

L2
j

���W̃ju

���2

�
gffe ε2iumax

L2
i

�
¸
jPNi

ε2jumax

L2
j

� p
����Ki2

Li

}x̃i}2
Ki1 � }x̃i}2

����
1

�
¸
jPNi

����Kj2

Lj

}x̃j}2
Kj1 � }x̃j}2

����
1

q�


.

(32)

After using Young’s inequality for products, one can
further upper bound (32) as,

T1 ¤
Ņ

i�1

�
�Rspu�i q �

¸
jPNi

Rspu�j q � λ
�
Q̃i
� }x̃i}2

� �Wimaxφidmax � εidmax

�2 � 1

2

φ2
iumax

L2
i

���W̃iu

���2

� 1

2

¸
jPNi

φ2
jumax

L2
j

���W̃ju

���2 � 1

2

ε2iumax

L2
i

� 1

2

¸
jPNi

ε2jumax

L2
j

� pWimaxφidmax � εidmaxqpKi2

Li

}x̃i}2
Ki1 � }x̃i}2

�
¸
jPNi

Kj2

Lj

}x̃j}2
Kj1 � }x̃j}2

q


.
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Now we can upper bound (31) as,

T2 ¤
¸
jPNi

�
� αi

���W̃i

���2 � φ2
iumax

���W̃iu

���2 � 1

2
εiπmax

���W̃i

���

� �φiumaxεiumax � 2φiumaxVidc

� ���W̃iu

���


. (33)

By using Young’s inequality for products one can further
upper bound (33) as,

T2 ¤
¸
jPNi

�
� αi

���W̃i

���2 � φ2
iumax

���W̃iu

���2

� 1

2

�1

2
εiπmax

�2 � 1

2

���W̃i

���2

� 1

2

��
φiumaxεiumax � 2φiumaxVidc

�
2

� 1

2

���W̃iu

���2


.

Since we are summing over all the inverters in the terms
T1 and T2 and since the sum over the neighborhood has
similar properties we can cross out the similar terms.
Finally (29) can be written as, 9V ¤ T1 � T2 and after
taking into consideration the bound of Ki2 given by (25)
one has,

9V ¤
Ņ

i�1

�
�Rspu�i q �

¸
jPNi

Rspu�j q � λ
�
Q̃i
� }x̃i}2

� pφ2
iumax � 1

2

φ2
iumax

L2
i

q
���W̃iu

���2 � pαi � 1

2
q
���W̃i

���2


.

By taking into account the inequalities (27) one has
9V   0, t ¥ 0. From Barbalat’s lemma [11] it follows
that as t Ñ 8, then @i P N , }erri} Ñ 0,

���W̃i

��� Ñ 0

and
���W̃iu

���Ñ 0 and hence the robustifying term goes to
zero asymptotically. Finally since the robustifying term
goes to zero hence }ûi} Ñ u�i .

VII. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND SIMULATIONS

A. Implementation Discussion
Since the IGBTs (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors)

have become the component of choice for many power
electronic applications, we need to open and close appro-
priate switches to take �Vidc. For that reason, the control
input (15) has to provide DC voltage t�Vidc, Vidcu and
not r�Vidc, Vidcs. To do that, one should pass the control
input through a hard limiter that restricts its output to one
of the two values �Vidc, i.e.

ûidc � Vidc θhlimpûiq, i P N

where @i P N , θhlimpûiq �
#
�1, ûi   0

1, ûi ¥ 0.

B. Algorithmic Evaluation
Consider the configuration of inverters shown in

Figure 1 with L1 � 1.1mH,L2 � 1.2mH,L3 �
3mH,L4 � 1.263mH,L5 � 1.187mH,Cap1 �
41µF,Cap2 � 20µF,Cap3 � 50µF,Cap4 �
40.3µF,Cap5 � 39.6µF,R1 � 0.1Ω, R2 �

0.15Ω, R3 � 0.1Ω, R4 � 0.2Ω, R5 � 0.15Ω. Since
the output voltage fundamental AC frequency (60 Hz)
is quite low the line impedances can be considered as
resistive and we take Z1 � 0.01Ω, Z2 � 0.015Ω, Z3 �
0.02Ω, Z4 � 0.04Ω, Z5 � 0.035Ω. The basis functions
for the critic are picked as quadratic in the neighboring
state and for the actor as quadratic and linear in the
neighboring state. the user defined matrices are defined

by using Lemma 1, as Q̂i �
�
1 0
0 100

�
, @i P N

and Qri � 100, @i P N , Q̃i, P N are found from
(5) and the control inputs are �Vidc with V1dc �
170Volts, V2dc � 220Volts, V3dc � 300Volts, V4dc �
350Volts, V5dc � 150Volts after going through the hard
limiter. The outputs of the inverters are corrupted by un-
biased band-limited white noise with variable strengths.
We emphasize that the control algorithm does not require
the values of the parasitic resistances Ri,@i, P N , the
capacitances Capi, @i, P N , the load and the frequency
of the exosystem ω0. The tuning gains are picked as αi �
200,@i, P N and αiu � 0.1, @i, P N and time interval
T � 0.01 sec. The algorithm from Theorem 3 is applied
to a case of no-load connected from t   0.2, a linear
load Zload � Rload (in the algorithm proposed the load
is considered unknown) from 0.2 ¤ t   0.5 and then a
nonlinear load model adopted from a fluorescent lamp
model with an unknown equivalent resistance variation
[5] is added for t ¥ 0.5. One can see that the algorithm is
very robust to sudden load changes. In Figures 3(a)-3(b)
one can see the desired output voltage versus the actual
one. The sudden changes of load are shared amongst
the inverters and their magnitudes and phases are strictly
equal to each other. One can see in Figure 4 the control
inputs (pulse-like waveform of �Vidc, @i P N ) applied
to the VSIs. Figures 5 and 6 show the sharing of the
load during changes at each inverter. To characterize the
power quality of our VSIs, we use the total harmonic
distortion (THD) which is the ratio of the sum of the
powers of all harmonic components to the power of the
fundamental harmonic. One should obtain low THDs
(  3%) in order to have reduction in peak currents,
namely the proposed framework provides THDs which
are essentially below 1.3%, 1.42%, 1.65%, 1.6% and
1.38%. This indicates that the controllers can operate
the system effectively in the presence of sudden load
changes and white noise in the output. Finally, the fact
that a hard limiter hardly makes any change in the
performance confirms that the method is robust. This
is not surprising in view of the fact that we use a game-
theoretical framework that protects the system against
worst-case disturbances.
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(a) Evolution of the AC voltage
during the linear load change.

(b) Evolution of the AC voltage
during the nonlinear load change.

Fig. 3. AC Voltage with a magnitude of 110
?
2 Volts and a

frequency of 60 Hz is produced at the output.

(a) Control input provides the ap-
propriate DC voltage.

(b) Zoomed control input during
the sudden load change (from lin-
ear to nonlinear).

Fig. 4. Control input is �Vidc.

Fig. 5. Detailed evolution of the load currents during a sudden
connection of a linear load at 0.2.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a learning based optimal synchro-
nization algorithm that provides the desired magnitude
and frequency at the AC appliances by integrating sep-
arate DC/AC micro-inverters to convert DC voltage to
AC voltage. The computational intelligent system creates
a high quality, self-sufficient AC grid. The controllers
ensure exosystem tracking, in terms of AC voltage
magnitude and frequency, with guaranteed performance
and equal current sharing. In order to implement this
algorithm we design distributed optimal controllers that
use current and voltage information in the L � C fil-
ters from neighboring inverters and without requiring

Fig. 6. Detailed evolution of the load currents during a sudden
connection of a nonlinear load at 0.5.

the knowledge of the values of the load and of any
parasitic resistances or capacitances which are hard to
know. The algorithm builds upon the ideas of ADP and
uses only partial information of the systems and the
exosystem which is pinned to very few inverters in order
to provide the desired behavior without phasor domain
analysis. Simulation results showed the effectiveness of
the proposed approach. Future work will be concentrated
on testing the present algorithm in hardware and to three-
phase systems with delays and disturbance attenuation
mechanisms (i.e. H8).
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